Product overview

Coat racks by rosconi
rosconi offers a large number of variants of coat racks. From coat racks via wall-mounted racks,
coat rails, folding coat racks and changing room benches to single hooks. rosconi coat stands
combine a delicate appearance with particularly stable construction in timeless design. They
are available in many different cross bar, hook and vertical tube variations made of light metal,
stainless steel or powder-coated steel, optionally with or without clothes hangers or umbrella
holder with drip tray. With their large diameter, the heavy steel bases ensure great stability and a
particularly high tilt angle.
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Receptacles, ashtrays and commercial furniture by rosconi
The stainless steel receptacles from rosconi are available in various diameters. They can be combined with a range of attachments and equipped with diverse functions. The range of attachments
includes large openings for waste paper, umbrella openings, discreet slits for banks, attachments
with and without self-extinguishing function or swing lids to prevent odour nuisances. Integrated in
pillars and equipped with covers, they ensure cleanliness in outdoor areas. The material, the standardised, seamless grinding pattern and the high wall thickness guarantee durability and stability.
Furthermore are benches, folding tables and counters as well as smoking tables availble.
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Signage and information systems, patrition systems and smoking areas by rosconi
rosconi signage and information systems ensure effective communication of information and
ﬂexible signposting. The crew 6x range and above all the electronic display stand crew 63 offer
diverse possibilities, from printable information signs all the way to mains-independent digitalbased signposting by TFT monitor. Information signs and barrier pillars feature standardised
design and are easy to manoeuvre using a special dolly. The patrition systems succeed thanks
to the large accessory variety simple partitioning. The Smokers Lounge shows how smokers
and non-smokers meet. The clean air system RS 2000 ﬁlters air with astonishing result.
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Design | Concept: atelier schneeweiss GmbH
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We make public areas perferct.
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